This article concerns the dreams, practices and future for digital media for public history. Has the digital revolution changed the public history discipline? Thanks to characteristics such as flexibility, interactivity and capacity, digital media offer public historians new ways to present history and interact with the public. Wikipedia and the Children of the Lodz Gettho are two interesting public history cases that experiment with the potential of new media for public history. Looking at history online in general and the role public historians play there, some problems appear: a lack of historical narratives, a lack of self-criticism and digital illiteracy to name three. Based on some online field experience we distill some hands-on lessons concerning narratives, media and the public. Public historians have a lot of work ahead if they want to understand and use the Internet as a new arena for history.

Since the large-scale emergence of digital media at the end of the twentieth century public history, like all other historical sub-disciplines and methods, finds itself in a transitional state. Attracted to their capacity, openness, interactivity and flexibility, public historians are among the early adopters of digital media and online platforms. Digital media offer the public historian an immense arsenal of new ways to present historical knowledge and to interact with the public. The question is whether public historians make good on the potential of digital media and if they are aware of their own on-line behaviour and the challenges that a digital public brings. Is there such a thing as ‘digital public history’ and how does it relate to ‘digital history’? How much does the digital behaviour of public historians differ from that of ‘academic’ historians? This article analyses the dreams and deeds of digital public history projects, formulates a number of lessons learned and casts an eye to the future of public history: will the present digital transition result in a fundamental transformation of the discipline, and if so, is that desirable?
Public history

Briefly put, public history is history by, for and/or with the public. It is a pluriform discipline with diverse traditions: the term Public History Movement appeared in the United States in the 1970s as a utilitarian movement for historians who wanted to work outside the research institutions and use historical methods for non-academic goals. In 1979 the professional organisation, the National Council on Public History (NCAP), was founded and since then has published the journal The Public Historian, ‘the voice of the public history profession’. In Europe, public history also has its roots in the 1970s, although under a different name. The British History Workshop Movement, already founded by Raphael Samuel at the end of the 1960s, advocated history from below and radical history – using historical writing to discuss social issues. Through public workshops Samuel promoted historiography as a collaborative undertaking, ‘one in which the researcher, the archivist, the curator and the teacher, the ‘do-it-yourself’ enthusiast and the local historian, the family history societies and the individual archaeologist, should all be regarded as equally engaged’. Other European traditions that are related to public history are local history and People’s History, which prefers the history of the masses, the worker and the outsider to the traditional history of states and elites.

1 The author last consulted all websites and documents in these footnotes on March 28th 2013. The author thanks the editors of BMGN - Low Countries Historical Review, the guest editor and anonymous reviewers for their comments on an earlier version.


6 P. Knevel, ‘Public History: The European Reception of an American Idea?’, Levend Erfgoed. Vakblad voor public folklore & public history 6:2 (2009) 4-8; early representatives are Georges Lefebvre and Howard Zinn. Today the People’s History Movement is expressed in all kinds of popular publications and television series in which the impact of history on the daily life of the ordinary person is the main subject.
The 1960’ History Workshop Movement has reinvented itself online in History Workshop Online: ‘a forum, laboratory, and virtual coffeehouse devoted to the practice of radical history’.

www.historyworkshop.org.uk.
That public historians emerged around the start of what Pierre Nora christened ‘the age of commemoration’ was no coincidence. All kinds of commemorative initiatives, new and revitalized museums, a renewed interest in archives, a fascination with origins, the popularity of genealogical research, the interest in heritage, et cetera, are all expressions of the urge of society, social groups and individuals to remember and commemorate. These social developments together with the introduction of oral history in the 1980s and 1990s influenced the way historians regarded their own role in the interpretative process. Instead of writing history and telling the public about it, historians would use the interview format to listen to the public. Public historians acknowledge, without succumbing to postmodern relativism, the various ways in which ‘the’ public is involved in the past. They believe that historians don’t have the exclusive right to interpret the past. This conviction does not mean that historians do not have an interesting role to play in what Samuel called ‘Theatres of Memory’.

In education, politics, entertainment, the arts and the heritage sector, we find historians engaging in history practices, with or without an academic mandate and from a variety of motives and starting points.

The discipline of public history deals with the role of history and historians in society, both in the past and the present. Throughout the world, every year, new curricula in public history appear to prepare young historians for the task of interpreter, curator, guide and guardian of history. Since 2008 the University of Amsterdam in the Netherlands awards a full master’s degree in Public History. In Flanders a professional master’s degree in public history was put on hold when the Flemish government decided at the end of 2012 to indefinitely postpone a number of two year master courses.

---


9 For the content of the master Public History of the University of Amsterdam, see www.uva.nl/disciplines/geschiedenis/specialisaties/publicsgeschiedenis.html; the master Cultural History offered by the University of Utrecht includes public history in a cultural context, see www.uu.nl/university/masters/NL/cultuurgeschiedenis.

10 B. De Wever, ‘Naar een opleiding Publieksgeschiedenis in Vlaanderen. De kansen en uitdagingen van het Bolognadecreet’, Faro. Tijdschrift over cultureel erfgoed 3:3 (2010) 17-20; B. Moens, ‘Geen algemene tweejarige master op de universiteiten’, De Tijd 14 December 2012. In Flanders a research seminar public history including an internship (10 ECTS) that is dedicated to public history in the broad sense, can be followed only in the MA at the University of Ghent, see www.ipg.ugent.be/onderwijs.
The utilitarian and ideological movements of public historians of the 1970s developed into a full historical sub-discipline, researching the broad spectrum of historical practices outside the traditional research institutions. However, the emancipation of public history as a sub-discipline wasn’t accompanied by a unification of its practitioners and practices. The tasks and the particular interests of public historians vary with the sector in which they work, the traditions in which they were raised and the specific (national) context in which they operate.

With the foundation of the International Federation for Public History (IFPH) in 2012, which aims to encourage world-wide cooperation and research among public historians, public history has reached its latest milestone. It is remarkable that IFPH-members mainly come from Europe and Anglo-Saxon countries. Up to now the emancipatory movement and organisation of public history has not spread to Africa, Asia or South America. The IFPH is committed to actively seeking historians and organisations in these continents who are public historians in practice, if not in name. It will be interesting to see the origins of the participants in the IFPH’s first world conference on public history in Amsterdam in 2014. For now public history is really a Western affair, also in the context of this article.

Shared authority

A basic principle of public history is that historians, as experts on the past, do not have the exclusive right to that past, but (want to) enter into dialogue with the experiences and interpretations of the public. This can be done explicitly through conversation but also implicitly by choosing historical themes, research approaches or presentations in accordance with the public interest. It is a starting point that the historian Michael Frisch fully elaborated on in his standard work A Shared Authority: Essays on the Craft and Meaning of Oral and Public History (1990). In this Frisch stated that sharing historical authority is inherent to oral and public history. He repeated this point in a recent article:

---


To his frustration his statement on shared authority has been misinterpreted time and time again by historians and museum curators as an enquiry and invitation to involve the public. However, it is not about giving up authority, or willingness to do so, but an acknowledgement of the dialogic dimension of public history:

[...] we need to recognize the already shared authority in the documents we generate and in the processes of public history engagement – a dialogic dimension, however implicit, through which 'authorship' is shared by definition, and hence interpretive 'authority' as well.\[15\]

Frisch does not undervalue the authority of historians, but rightly points out that (good) public history aims for a dialogue between expertise and experience. That the traditional authority of museums would be undermined by the new digital technology, because the user has lots of tools and sources ‘to do’ history himself, is not the issue at stake. The ‘active’ user, the user who makes his voice heard or is acknowledged as an influence, is not new to public historians. Which doesn’t mean that it is self-evident or easy for the public historian to use the rapidly evolving (digital) communication channels for the dialogue between expert and public. Breaking the one-way communication between the experts and the lay public requires efforts. Not all projects are as succesfull as inteneted.\[16\]

**The promises of digital media for public historians**

The appearance of new media and digital technology made the work of public historians a lot more interesting. Digital media have a number of attractive properties for those who want to collect, keep and present the past for a broad public – the traditional tasks of public historians. Dan Cohen and the late Roy Rosenzweig, pioneers of digital history and the founders of the leading Centre for History and New Media (CHNM) at George Mason University, mention some


15 Ibid.

quantitative and qualitative properties in the introduction to the standard work *Digital History*.\(^{17}\) We will enumerate the most important ones and elaborate on them.

Digital media are *easy and cheap* to use. Therefore, the threshold for in presenting and sharing history online is very low. Everyone can develop a website, write a blog or share data. Cohen and Rosenzweig remark that ‘the number of authors of history web pages is likely greater than the number of authors of history books’.\(^{18}\) The traditional roles of experts – historians and scholars in general – and the public which acknowledges them and (can) consult them, is not reflected online:

> [...] the even more dramatic contrast is in the social composition of the two sets of authors – web history authors are significantly more diverse and significantly less likely to have formal credentials. Their strong presence online unsettles existing hierarchies.\(^{19}\)

Amateurs jumped on the digital bandwagon much earlier than professional historians. However, the massive public presence on the Internet should not mislead us about who is represented online. Pippa Norris pointed out the digital divide, the economic inequality between groups in terms of access to ICT.\(^{20}\)

The fact that digital media are relatively cheap has a great deal to do with what has become their virtually unlimited *capacity*. The amount of digital information that can be stored in a small area for very low cost – in comparison to physical storage – brought about a real revolution in the world of libraries and archives. Historians and archivists have long been dreaming of storing information without being hampered by physical limits. Today it is clear that unlimited storage capacity brings new problems. The information overload can trip us up and archives must take more care than ever to make good choices in the selection and categorisation of their collections, if they want them to be useable in the future.\(^{21}\) Keeping everything just because it is technically

---


21 See: Charles Jeurgens’ contribution to this issue, 30-54.
possible does not seem to be a sustainable option. On the other hand, it is clear that the largely digitized daily and public life forms a great challenge for archives. Although no legal distinction is made between a paper and a digital archive, the digital data of governments, businesses and individuals run a greater risk of virtual dust gathering and vanishing instead of being safely deposited in archives. The permanence of born-digital material such as websites, games, metadata and databanks is precarious, and governments and archives are concerned as to how to store this information well and systematically.

Closely related to the digital media’s capacity is their accessibility. Online history – in theory – is available to everybody, anytime, anywhere. Digital access saves both professional researchers and amateurs an incredible amount of time and money in their search for sources and information. Objects and documents that were – due to their fragility – only taken out of their climate-controlled safes for consultation in the most exceptional circumstances, are both protected and accessible thanks to their digitisation.

A fourth property of digital media is their flexibility. Text, sound, (moving) image, relational data and 3D-presentations can all be traced to simple ones and noughts in the digital environment. Moreover, according to Cohen and Rosenzweig, this flexibility means that a single fact can exist in various forms – in various languages or various complementary components. When searching a database for a particular person, you can find a biographical entry, pictures, publications and relatives of that person, but also studies and opinions of them. This flexibility has consequences for how history is ‘consumed’ – perceived – by the user. All the various formats can also be

---


24 A good visualisation of this principle can be found on www.digitalvaults.org of the National Archives (vs). The possibilities that such flexibility offers for archives is illustrated by archive management system Liav (www.lias.be).
combined and adapted in different ways. By textsearching immense amounts of text can be searched automatically. Wiki’s, blogs, image banks, podcasts, YouTube, Flickr, maps and so on can be integrated in/to web platforms by mashup. Another example of this flexibility is the activation of old media by digital reproduction (re-mediation) such as graphs, timelines, maps and diagrams. This diversity and manipulation of digital media has an impact on how history is produced.

The conceptual foundation of the Internet is the HyperText Transfer Protocol, a concept that defines the structure of digital text. The hypertextuality of the Internet ensures that we can criss-cross from one online item to another and in this way are liberated from a fixed linear narrative. The Internet is so constructed that there is no centre and no periphery, only the point of departure of the user. For historical representations this means we can move without any difficulty between places, events and objects, from long-term to short-term, micro to macro levels and so on. That hypertext and history are natural allies was already suggested by the inventor of the concept, Vannevar Bush in 1945. Due to the technical and widely used concretisation that hypertextuality has acquired with the World Wide Web, in 1999 digital historian Richard Ayers repeated Bush’s hope that ‘hypertextual history might grow into the most sophisticated form of historical narrative’. The conditional form in his article is crucial: up to now hypertextuality has not en masse transformed the representation of historical information.

Interaction is the final property of digital media we will discuss, and probably the most interesting to public historians. In contrast to publications or television, online media allow interaction and dialogue. Web 2.0, the social web, added yet another dimension to this interaction. The Internet no longer connects merely sources and receivers: individuals and communities can share information, highlight and tag, react and give feedback. All kinds of low-threshold tools make every user a potential curator, archivist or historian. An endless series of publications, conferences and workshops focus on questions...
as to how social media can be used by institutions to make contact with the public and what role remains for the professionals. Thanks to digital platforms and networks, historians and public are available to each other, can come together and enter into dialogue. The active principles of social media force public historians to spend more time and attention on communication channels and methods. Public participation and sharing authority in analysing the past – a fundamental principle of public history – can take very concrete and practical forms thanks to social media.

Digital public history?

The question whether there is such a thing as ‘digital public history’ runs parallel to the question whether ‘digital history’ and ‘digital humanities’ are independent disciplines. There is much debate on the (necessity of) definition, delineation, methodology and theory forming. Some universities incorporate digital media in existing departments and curricula; others start a separate research group or curriculum. The Manifesto of the Digital Humanities that was issued in Paris in 2010, moved us somewhat beyond the issue by defining digital humanities as a ‘transdiscipline’, ‘embodying all the methods, systems and heuristic perspectives linked to the digital within the fields of

---

29 P. Andersen, What is Web 2.0?: Ideas, Technologies and Implications for Education (Bristol 2007); Museumpeil – themanummer Musea en Sociale Media 36 (2011); Digitaal Erfgoed Nederland [Netherlands’ Digital Heritage] offers an introductory dossier on www.den.nl/thema/121. A critical exploration is offered by the project Unlike Us of the Institute of Network Studies (networkcultures.org/wpmu/unlikeus).


31 For a collection of definitions and applications of digital humanities see the survey by Day of the DH 2012, dayofdh2012.artsrn.ualberta.ca/dh/.
humanities and the social sciences’. Digital humanists express themselves nowadays in all kinds of networks, centres and (online) journals.

Digital history manifests itself as a branch of the digital humanities, rooting in the quantitative history and cliometrics of the 1970s. William G. Thomas III of the Virginia Center for Digital History formulated a working definition as ‘an approach to examining and representing the past that works with the new communication technologies of the computer, the Internet network, and software systems’. However, analogous to what the Manifesto of the Digital Humanities asserts for the humanities, we can state that digital history is a transdiscipline, a state of transition in expectation to the time when digital is ‘the new normal’ for historians.

33 P. Monier, Une introduction aux humanités numériques (Marseille 2012); press.openedition.org/226; ‘Essays on History and New Media’, Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media, chnm.gmu.edu/essays-on-history-new-media/essays. Not surprisingly digital humanists communicate mainly online by means of (collaborative) blogs, online journals and Twitter (#dighum). A mindmap of the European Association for Digital Humanities attempted to chart the landscape world-wide (www.allc.org/publications/mind-map-digital-humanities). The Centre for History and New Media of the George Mason University is the base for three influential digital initiatives – the blog Digital Humanities Now (digitalhumanitiesnow.org), the online publication Hacking the Academy, a Book crowdsourced in One Week, May 21-28, 2010 (hackingtheacademy.org) and the open access Journal of Digital Humanities (www.journalofdigitalhumanities.org). The most prominent journals are Digital Humanities Quarterly (digitalhumanities.org), HASTAC - Humanities, Arts, Science, and Technology Advanced Collaboratory (hastac.org) and LLC: The Journal of Digital Scholarship in the Humanities. At a European level DARIAH functions as an umbrella organisation for the facilitation of digital data from/for researchers (www.dariah.eu).

36 P. Hinssen, Digitaal is het nieuwe normaal. De revolutie is begonnen (Tielt 2010). Digital historians are far less explicitly organised than digital humanists. Blogs on digital history are generally individual initiatives, sometimes linked to a course, and not organisations’ channels. Exceptions are hist.net en Global Perspectives on Digital History (gpdh.org). In connection with the various aspects of digital history see the vision and state of the field respectively offered by E.L. Ayers, ‘The Pasts and Futures of Digital History’ (1999), www.vcdh.virginia.edu/PastsFutures.html; K.D. Nawrotzki and J. Dougherty (eds.), Writing History in the Digital Age: A Born-Digital, Open-Review Volume (Michigan Spring 2012), writinghistory.trincoll.edu.
It is remarkable that among the first generation of ‘digital’ historians there are many public historians.37 ‘Public historians have been leading the way in embracing the possibilities of new technology’, noted a satisfied David Walsh after the 2012 annual meeting of the NCPH.38 This is not surprising considering how attractive it is for public historians to use the communication channels of the Internet and web 2.0 to interact with the public. The digital involvement of public historians contrasts with the digital behaviour of academic historians. The divide between both schools is so great that Serge Noiret posed the rhetorical question whether the difference between digital and academic history writing is simply the means of communication and the intended audience:

Existerait-il alors une histoire numérique 2.0, pour un plus vaste public et une histoire faite en usant de médias traditionnels pour le seul public universitaire? Faut-il ainsi différencier l’usage des médias pour transmettre l’histoire en fonction du public auquel elle s’adresse?39

Is all online history then public history? One can argue that all historical information on the Internet – including academic articles, research infrastructures, data visualisation – is public history, because it exists in the public domain and is thus available to everyone. Apart from the fact that open access is a democratic principle for which every historian should stand up, it is naïve to think that the public en masse makes use of open professional historical platforms.40 The communication and publication means nor the availability of the information are usable criteria in defining either digital or public history.

A definition for digital public history in relation to all digital history could be ‘digital projects that primarily aim to communicate and interact with the public’. However, within public history there never was a theoretical distinction between digital and ‘other’ public history. ‘Public historians already exist in the now co-existing public and digital spheres’.41 From now on

37 See for example the biographical introductions on the partners in dialogue s.n. ‘Interchange’.
39 S. Noiret, ‘La Digital History: Histoire et mémoire à la portée de tous’, Ricerche Storiche 41:3 (2011) 137-138. [Is there then a history 2.0 for the general public on the one hand and a history made with traditional means just for the academic public on the other? Is transmitting history according to the public addressed thus a matter of differentiation in the use of media?]
40 Concerning the Open Access Movement see www.openaccessweek.org. All registered open access journals can be found in the Directory of Open Access Journals (www.doaj.org).
41 Walsh, ‘Public History’s Great Showing’.
we will refer to (aspects of) public history practices that manifest themselves specifically in the digital area as ‘digital public projects’, in contrast to public history practices that do not find expression online, which we will call ‘analogue public projects’.

Public history – two case studies

The aforementioned properties and principles of digital media hold great promise for public history. We will analyse two cases that make optimal use of the new media and seem to make good on this promise.

Wikipedia

Ironically the most successful form of digital public history does not have a single professional historian on the payroll. ‘Wikipedia is a free multi-lingual internet encyclopaedia written by a number of authors on a voluntary basis’. While Wikipedia is, indeed, more than a ‘public history project’, it is still an exceptionally interesting case study for public historians, since it is the largest and best-known supplier of historical information. At the moment Wikipedia counts 100,000 active authors and 23 million entries in 25 languages. Anyone who respects the carefully drawn up guidelines can make or alter an entry. Wikipedia is completely transparent about its methods and allocation of duties. The origens of an entry can be reconstructed at any time by anybody.

A study by Nature in 2005 suggests that the accuracy of Wikipedia can rival that of Encyclopaedia Britannica. This is remarkable since Wikipedia does not have the financial resources or the experts of the Britannica. The results are consonant with recent research by Wolff, who studied the process by which the authors develop and discuss entries about the past. He concluded that the Wikipedia community is self-regulating, ‘perfectly capable to gauge basic historical knowledge and can exclude claims that lack a factual basis’ – despite the fact that the Wikipedia community consists chiefly of (white male) people without any training in history!

In theory, experts and academics are welcome to contribute, but they are warned that they do not have a privileged position in the Wikipedia community. They are also not allowed to introduce original research. This is

---

42 nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia.
the reason why Wikipedia cannot be seen as an imperfect version of scientific knowledge. Rosenzweig called it ‘a living repository, a people’s museum of knowledge’.45 This said, Wikipedia does have its limitations.

There are many long and well-written articles on obscure characters in science fiction/fantasy and very specialised issues in computer science, physics and math; there are stubs, or bot [machine-generated] articles, or nothing, for vast areas of art, history, literature, film, geography.46

Like any other encyclopaedia, Wikipedia cannot easily deal with entries that require an analytical and interpretive description. This criticism is not voiced by a sceptical academic, but comes from within the Wikipedia community itself and is formulated in one of the entries in which it considers its own position.

Taking all these aspects into consideration, historians can do nothing but humbly admit that the Wikipedia community is capable of constructing historical narratives and being self-critical without their help. And even though entries are descriptive, they still provide a carefully constructed and deliberated historical narrative. Moreover, it is ‘good’ public history since a large group of people collectively discuss, interpret and describe the past.

**Citizen history**

The second case goes to extremes in terms of sharing historical authority. Citizen history aspires to co-create historical knowledge with the public instead of allowing visitors to simply receive it.47 Museum staff member and expert Frankle describes it as

[... an experiment in finding out what happens if we trust our visitors enough to allow them to bring their diverse perspectives and boundless enthusiasm into the research work of the museum and share our authority.

---

The historians of the ‘memorial research project’ *Children of the Lodz Ghetto* make good use of digital media to convey historical awareness and methodology to their audience, http://www.ushmm.org/online/lodzchildren.
Derived from *citizen science*, the practice of collecting and processing scientific data by volunteers is not really a new concept, but thanks to digital technology it is now better applicable for historical purposes.48

A classical example of *citizen history* is the ‘memorial research project’ *The Children of the Lodz Ghetto* of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM).49 The museum asks online visitors to reconstruct the lives and fates of 8,590 school children from the Lodz ghetto in Poland. They can do so by searching for information in online databases and digitised documents. In constructing their project the initiators took into account the lessons learned from other crowdsourcing projects: a collective aim is defined (learning the fate of 8,590 children), the results of the work are published (20 children survived World War II, 77 died), the most productive contributors are rewarded with honourable mention, remarkable histories are spotlighted and the relevance of the collective effort is clear. The project has various built-in response mechanisms and both historians from USHMM and other users verify the data. By reading and checking the work of others, users learn from each other about methodology and important considerations.

The quality of the user research of the trial version in 2008-2009 was not very high: only one third of the material submitted by the test group was ultimately validated by historians. In spite of the fact that members of the museum staff could do the work more quickly and accurately, USHMM decided to continue the project because of its social and educational value. Project leader David Klevan explained this decision:

> I hesitate to refer to any data as ‘bad’ data because each time a learner submits ‘bad’ data, they receive feedback about the submitted data that hopefully helps them to learn more about the history and become a better researcher.50

In the *Children of the Lodz Ghetto* historians share, not relinquish, authority in a digital setting. Experts – historians – have a clear role guiding the volunteers in historical criticism and verifying the research results before publication. But the eventual publication consists of the research findings of the volunteers. The case demonstrates the senselessness of measuring the success of a multi-level project simply on the basis of quantitative parameters.

49 United States Holocaust Museum, *Children of the Lodz Ghetto*, online.ushmm.org/lodzchildren/.
Obstacles

*Wikipedia* and *citizen history* illustrate the innovative properties of the new media for public historians. However, from the viewpoint of professional (public) historians, the prevailing digital public projects give pause for thought. The divide between innovative best practices that are discussed at conferences and in journals on the one hand and the average public history project on the other is wide. Whether digital media encourage an interpretative presentation of history or a dialogue with the public has actually little to do with the (financial) resources invested in the project.\(^{51}\) Too often, public historians chase digital modalities blindly and jubilantly. But social media do not automatically attract young people, a forum without a public misses its mark, not every archaeological site profits from a 3-D presentation, and so on. Too seldom public historians experiment with content or the methodological properties of digital media, or wonder if the public even cares to be involved. After looking at the promise and potential of digital media for public history, this section looks at a number of fundamental obstacles.

**Many assumptions, little research**

The biggest weakness of digital public history is that there is very little user research, comparative or meta-research, either about digital public practices or based on digital public practices.\(^{52}\) The problem is partly caused by the nature of public history projects. Public history projects attempt to ‘produce’ as much as possible with the time and means available (yet another interview, yet another education package, yet another workshop...). There is little time for reflection or positioning public history projects in a larger context. Before you know it, the collaborator is already gone or busy with another project.

When something *is* published about a (digital) public project, it is usually written by involved parties and generally only highlights the successful aspects of the project. The line-up of contributions in journals and at conferences is the herald of a good news show. Even in a journal such as *The Public Historian* the articles are reports rather than enquiries or reviews.\(^{53}\) This results in a lack of sources, figures, directories, quantitative and qualitative

\(^{51}\) For innovative online history see EdTEchTeacher Resource, Best of History Websites ([www.besthistorysites.net](http://www.besthistorysites.net)).

\(^{52}\) An exception was the conference ‘Websites as Sources’ that the cvce and the Université de Luxembourg organised in 2012 ([www.digitalhumanities.lu](http://www.digitalhumanities.lu)), see among others the research of T. Cauvin and J. Peter on the historical discourse on websites.

\(^{53}\) The NCPH understands its tradition as a professional publication and is considering the future of the journal. In 2012 it carried out a survey among readers and universities to gauge their expectations of the journal ([publichistorycommons.org/speaking-of-the-survey-part-2-what-role-for-the-ncph-journal](http://publichistorycommons.org/speaking-of-the-survey-part-2-what-role-for-the-ncph-journal)).
reporting that hinders comparative and meta-research into the practices of contemporary public history projects.

Public historians therefore are more or less flying blind with their digital public projects. For example, is the public really interested in digital participation? How are digital products received? How does a user interpret a virtual construction? Do visualisations help the pedagogical process, and under what conditions? What is the impetus to share – or not share – content in social media? Is digital curation any more democratic? Can you apply user research from Canada or Italy to Flanders or the Netherlands? Why are some features and tools less successful than others? These are universal questions that have little to do with the scale and location of a project. Therefore, every historian should consider them at the start of a project.

Many collections, little history
A second problem concerning digital public history is the dominance of the image bank or online collection, the most common genre world-wide. An image or heritage bank contains a digitised collection, provided both by amateurs and collectors and by official institutions and curators. In Flanders and Brussels Heemkunde Vlaanderen [Flemish Local History Society] has registered at the present time 36 regional image banks. The project databank of Digitale Erfgoed Nederland [Digital Heritage of the Netherlands] (DEN) has registered 52 image banks and 114 digitising projects. The apotheosis of the image and heritage bank is Europeana: a single online access point to more than 22 million digital objects – images, films, books, museum and archival objects – from the collections of more than 2,000 heritage institutions, supplied by 131 dataproviders. It is ‘the most visible representation of European cultural heritage online’.

The principle behind the collection database is a noble one: heritage institutions make their rich collections accessible to the community. A number of tools are offered, so users can ‘get to work with the collection’: one can comment on an item, rank or tag it, share it in social media and even have an account in which to keep a personal selection. The question of how users (researchers, amateurs and professionals working in heritage) can or would like to use the thousands of very similar or specific sources has scarcely been considered in the past. Too many of the digitising undertakings were an end in themselves, as Terras called them, ‘scan & dump’-projects:

Once an institutional website is created, it is often left to its own devices, with little sustainability funding made available to allow the regular upkeep and maintenance, and lack of the type of interaction with user communities necessary to attract and keep visitors.\textsuperscript{57}

In addition to the somewhat faltering relation with users, the average collection website lacks historical narratives. If there are ‘exhibitions’ they are generally limited to a thematic group of items with a short promotional introduction. But what is the relevance of hundreds of multimedia objects without context or any methodological help, how can users derive any significance from them? What is the purpose of the collection once it is digitised and on the Internet? Noiret summed it up as

\[\ldots \] la perte de contact entre les nouvelles technologies avancées du web, la présence d’une quantité énorme de sources premières multi-médiales en ligne, les archives inventés et participatifs et, d’autre part, l’absence de lien avec un discours historique scientifique qui caractériserait la profession.\textsuperscript{58}

The enormous amount of sources online has lost contact with a historical discourse, and therefore also with scientific historiography.

That a collection of objects is not meaningful in itself, notwithstanding its impressive quantity, is an insight museums reached in the 1960s and 1970s.\textsuperscript{59} In order to generate and transmit knowledge to the public you need a curator – somebody who makes a selection, puts objects into a context and seeks points of reference with the world in which museum visitors live. Population and visitor research strongly suggests the public has an interest in the past,\textsuperscript{60}, they even expect to be able to satisfy this need in a heritage institution. Usherwood, Wilson and Bryson conclude from their 2005 user research:


\textsuperscript{58} Noiret, ‘La Digital History’, 133 [the lack of contact between the new technologies of the web, the presence of an enormous quantity of multi-media primary sources online, the participatory and constructed archives and on the other hand the absence of a link with the scientific historical discourse that characterises the historical profession].

\textsuperscript{59} Steven Conn, Do Museums still need Objects? (Philadelphia 2010).

[...] whilst the immediacy of newspapers, radio and the internet can keep people abreast of news stories and relatively ‘up to date’, museums, libraries and archives serve a community role by providing historical context, offering alternative viewpoints, artistic interpretation and a mediated service which caters to a variety of learning styles and information needs.61

A more recent informal questionnaire by the National Museum of American History showed that 72 per cent of visitors believe that the role of museums as trustworthy sources of online information becomes more important in the digital era.62

Institutions that limit their online presence to offering a collection do not take into account the needs and expectations of their public. This sort of thoughtless one-way traffic of institutions with a social responsibility is opposed to the shared authority principle in public history. This applies not only to local heritage sites and museums that by definition are expected to present an historical narrative. Archives and libraries must also ask themselves why they want to put their collection online, how they should do it and for whom. Where is the historical context of the digital items? Where are the historians (both within as outside the heritage institutions) who construct an historical narrative and clarify the relation between source and history? Where are the manuals of methodology for those ‘who want to get to work’ with the source material?

There are enough examples to show it is possible. The chnm developed the open source platform Omeka as a structural answer to the diffusion between source and history.63 It allows a source collection to be managed and presented and to put together proper exhibitions or educational packages based on the collection.64 There are experiments in alternative collection database models in other areas. For example, the Great War Archive Initiative

64 A list of websites made with Omeka can be found on omeka.org/codex/View_Sites_Powered_by_Omeka.
of Oxford University inspired Europeana for its 1914-1918 Family History Roadshows.\(^6\) Everywhere in Europe digital reproductions of personal memorabilia and family histories about the First World War are collected with the purpose of creating ‘a unique pan-European virtual archive’ of the Great War.\(^6\) Experts offer the public historical context and educational tools at the collection points. War historian Peter Englund used this community collection to create a virtual exhibition that unites the heritage, the memories and the history of the First World War.\(^7\)

**Compartmentalisation**

The reason for the absence of historical narratives, methodological manuals, the less than inspiring users’ tools and public impact should perhaps be sought in the far-reaching division of labour. Heritage institutions often have different departments for educational staff, collection experts and webmasters, which hinders collaboration. To bring about an innovative public project a symbiosis between the technical design, the tools of participation, the educational aims and knowledge of the collection must be established.\(^8\)

Collection experts can no longer afford to be digitally indifferent and incompetent. There is talk of a new kind of expert – the ‘digital’ curator who combines other competences then are seen in an ‘ordinary’ curator.\(^9\)

The compartmentalisation manifests itself also among historians, who work in various sectors. Science, culture, education and media all have their own financial sources, interest groups and network. The current situation in the universities is anything but favourable for the transmission of historical methodology and narratives to the outside world: due to the pressure to publish and the teaching load there is scarcely room for any public services, let alone that those would be valorized by the academy. Innovative historical

\(^6\) In 2009 The Great War Archive was ‘a groundbreaking digitization project, focused on getting members of the public to digitally capture, submit, catalogue, and assign usage rights to material they personally held to do with the First World War’. S.D. Lee and K. Lindsay, ‘If You build it, They will scan: Oxford University’s Exploration of Community Collections’, Educause Review Online (30 July 2009), www.educause.edu/ero/article/if-you-build-it-they-will-scan-oxford-university%E2%80%99s-exploration-community-collections.

\(^6\) www.europeana1914-1918.eu; ‘Background Europeana 1914-1918’, Europeana professional (s.a.), pro.europeana.eu/web/europeana-1914-1918.

\(^6\) www.europeana1914-1918.eu; ‘Background Europeana 1914-1918’, Europeana professional (s.a.), pro.europeana.eu/web/europeana-1914-1918.


research written down in international journals is out of reach for the outside world, literally and figuratively. The transition of scientific journals to open access publications only partially deals with this problem, because the articles are written in academic (English language) jargon. The training programmes in public history are too recent to have had much influence on the field. Before expressing their scepticism about the quality of digital public projects, it seems appropriate if academic historians acknowledge the shortcomings of their own profession.

In Flanders the division of labour between heritage staff and historians has recently come to a head due to a policy document from the Agentschap Kunsten en Erfgoed [Art and Heritage Agency] about the relation between heritage and history writing. The guideline formulated in this document states that history writing in an acknowledged heritage institution ‘should always be placed in a context that contributes to the care and/or accessibility of the cultural heritage’ [author’s translation]. It is a mystery how public activities can be developed without investing in historical narratives or how a collection can have significance if the past that lies within it is ignored. The heritage institution as a mausoleum, as Witcomb put it, in which the collection is separated from its historical context and thus from the community in which it originated, is lurking behind the corner.

Lesson learned

Notwithstanding all the elusive promises and hindrances, public historians experience in this digital age an exciting quest for new expertise, behavioural standards, narrative structures, visualisations and cooperation. Since 2008 the Instituut voor Publicksgeschiedenis [Institute for Public History] (IPG) has carried out a number of modest – in size and set-up – digital public and educational...
The website www.Gent1913Virtueel.be makes use of the Omeka-platform to present its collection and history.
projects to experiment with digital techniques and the online presence of historians. This last section gives a brief overview of a number of IPG projects and will try to answer the question to what extent digital practices have fundamentally altered the activities of the public historian.

*UGentMemorie* is the longest running project of the IPG. Its theme is the history and memories of the University of Ghent in preparation for its bicentennial in 2017. The website www.UGentMemorie.be (2011) functions as a hub and flywheel for the public project. The history, the heritage and the memories of the university and city, of science and society are revealed in all kinds of entries and dossiers. Debates, exhibitions, publications, interviews and film assignments for students are a few of the analogue projects surrounding the website. The walk *UGentPassage* and the biographical databank *UGentMemorialis* are digital spin-offs.

The thematic site www.familiegeschiedenis.be (2012) arose out of a partnership with *Familiekunde Vlaanderen* [Flemish Family History] (*fv*). It brought together existing but scattered methodological and historical knowledge on writing family history. The intended public is both ‘experts’, such as members of *fv*, and ‘beginners’ such as students who are taking the course in Family History. The thematic website offers instructions in five steps, a list of sources with methodological guidelines, and all kinds of tools and links. A web editorial panel takes care of adding sources and tools and preparing thematic dossiers. The coming organisation website of *fv* and a forum will form a triptych with www.familiegeschiedenis.be.

As part of a faculty education innovation project the IPG is currently examining the educational possibilities of interactive timelines as an instrument for constructing an historical frame of reference. The subsequent application www.tijdlijn.ugent.be is being tested by students of the teacher training course and by first year students of the History bachelor during the academic year 2012-2013.

The most recent IPG project is www.Gent1913Virtueel.be [Ghent 1913 Virtual], a platform that unites diverse research and digitising initiatives of six city and university services in connection with the commemoration of the Ghent World Fair, in the conviction that the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. Through an image bank, timeline, thematic exhibitions and an interactive 3D model all the facets of the World Fair of 1913 are shown. The

---

74 These were public history projects lasting from a few months up to four years that never had more than two staff members. For a complete overview, see www.ipg.ugent.be/projecten.
project is an experiment in intensive and many-faceted collaboration between heritage partners and researchers, and at the same time is a test-run for the Omeka platform.

The projects mentioned here are by themselves not greatly innovative or spectacular in either subject or scale, but the experience does give insight into the manner in which digital media influence the practice and fundamentals of public history. The impact is enormous in the sense that the variety of participation and presentation forms has greatly increased and continues to grow at a rapid tempo. It concerns far more than websites with text and image collections: podcasts, tools, apps, forums, newsletters, social media campaigns, tutorials. Before these functionalities can be adapted and put into use in a public history project, one needs time to experiment with them. Staying abreast of the latest innovations turns out to be a labour intensive and continuous effort.

Digital projects have a use-by-date and a price ticket: unless they can be incorporated into the daily operation of an organisation prepared to invest in them permanently, they soon appear to be and feel outdated. Reflection on the concept and the content of digital projects is therefore crucial: what determines the ‘usability’ of form and content for the user and thus the sustainability of a digital project? It is a wonderful idea that each digital product is open ended and can continue indefinitely, but it fails to consider the limited duration of the average public history project. On the other hand, the limited duration of a public project should not be used as an excuse for not developing a digital or online window. ‘Closed’ and momentary digital forms of publication should be negotiable.

The relatively limited duration and the price tag force the public historian to think carefully about the relevance of his project. Broadening the goals of the project and in this way disseminate its importance can be helpful. For example, the lieu-de-mémoire films made by students for UGentMemorie are not all suitable for online publication due to technical shortcomings or superficial content. Nevertheless, the exercise was valuable because of the conversations between generations that took place and the hands-on initiation the students had in making a documentary film. The aim of a public history project can be an exquisite exhibition (digital or analogue), but it can also include experimentation with media and participation, putting together a blueprint for cataloguing with volunteers, setting up a web editing board, encouraging digital literacy among the youth, finding witnesses to a forgotten past and debating with stake-holders. Public history is a process.

There is no public history without a historical narrative. A project must be about something. Content should never give way to technology just because it is ‘hot’ and expected. However, how one constructs and presents the historical narratives is a matter of careful consideration. In contrast to the written discourse the digital world is visual and hypertextual. One of the revelations for the ‘analogue’ historians of the IPG was to find out
that a hypertextual context, as Vannevar Bush predicted, does not demand compromises to the historical narrative. On the contrary: the built-in contextualising links grant the various items their historical significance.

Finally, we must mention the issue of the public. Although virtual visitors are not visible, the public historian should never lose sight of the fact that there are indeed real persons behind the figures. Someone with his own history, areas of interest and incentives that possibly differs from those of the ‘traditional’ museum or archive visitor. Particularly those online projects that do not have forum-like conversations or direct participation – nothing wrong with that, – run the risk of focussing too much on the perfect digital product according to the sender and not enough on the perception by the receiver. Steve Cohen said about this in a recent issue of The Oral History Review:

[..] the burden of rendering access to an audio or video stream is one thing; conveying history and cultural heritage to an audience as complex and varied as nature itself is another. [...] Nearly instant access to digital archives and archival materials on the World Wide Web is changing the primary function of oral history archives from storage, preservation, and access by sophisticated users to vehicles that present history to users from nearly every corner of the globe.78

Due to the difference in composition of the analogue and the digital public, there can be no such thing as a digital copy of the analogue workings.

Back to the future or back to basics?

Is there such a thing as ‘digital public history’? Digital projects that are valued as interesting and innovative in terms of concept and execution – both in the international field as the IPG context – are in fact ‘hybrid’ projects with various digital and analogue components functionally applied. The fundamental questions that public historians ask themselves at the start of a project – What? Why? With or for whom? How? – are no different today than they were twenty years ago. In that sense it makes no difference that digital media have been added to the toolbox of the public historian. The starting point of public history – contact and dialogue with the public – and the ultimate goal – to spread and develop historical thinking – has not changed either. Therefore, digital public history is not a sub-discipline in either theory or practice, and does not require a separate label. It is more appropriate to talk of public history in a digital era. The digital evolution does ensure that these basic
starting points and goals are more explicitly manifested, and the technological developments force public historians to consider more explicitly what they want to achieve and how to do so – which is a good thing.

Digital media might not fundamentally change public history, but the public historian is by no means done with the Internet as a new field for history. The prevalent compartmentalisation of tasks and the digital illiteracy of historians in general has led to a lack of historical narratives online, a gulf between sources and historical interpretation and a lack of meaningful interaction with the public. This is the fault of the historian himself. Outside the academic world it is he who stands at the helm of compartmentalised digitalising projects or who rides the waves of political popularity of these projects. Within the academic world he refuses to see the need for historical context of a society that anno 2013 manifests itself chiefly online. Moreover, he is failing his duty to arm himself and the next generation of historians with digital criticism. In this way the historian not only isolates himself from what is going on but is also ill-prepared to formulate strategies that can cope with new problems caused by – for example – the enormous amount of digital material. The potential of digital media for public history is not fully realised. Perhaps we should hope that the digital transition does cause a transformation. One that brings the public historian closer to society.
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